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This document contains release notes of Oracle Role Manager 10.1.4.2 and 
includes the following topics:

■ Oracle Role Manager Documentation

■ What's New in Oracle Role Manager

■ Certified Components

■ Fixes in This Release

■ Known Problems

■ Documentation Accessibility

1 Oracle Role Manager Documentation
The following guides are located at the Oracle Technology Network. You can 
refer to them for detailed information about Oracle Role Manager.

■ Oracle Role Manager Installation Guide

■ Oracle Role Manager Licensing Information

■ Oracle Role Manager User's Guide

■ Oracle Role Manager Administrator's Guide

■ Oracle Role Manager Java API Reference

■ Oracle Role Manager Integration Guide

■ Oracle Role Manager Developer's Guide

2 What's New in Oracle Role Manager
The following sections discuss what's new in Oracle Role Manager release 
10.1.4.2:

■ New Component Support

■ New Features and Enhancements

Note: For information about updates to the Oracle Role Manager 
release 10.1.4.2 documentation set, visit Oracle Technology Network at

http://www.oracle.com/technology/documentation/
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■ Application Data Model Changes

■ Java API Changes

2.1 New Component Support
This section discusses the following new certifications:

■ Operating Systems

■ Application Servers

■ Oracle Role Manager Integration Library Certification

2.1.1 Operating Systems
Oracle Role Manager is now certified to run on the following operating systems:

■ Oracle Enterprise Linux 4 (64-bit)

■ Oracle Enterprise Linux 5 (64-bit)

■ Microsoft Windows 2008 (64-bit)

■ Microsoft Windows 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit)

■ Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS Release 4 (64-bit)

■ Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS Release 5 (64-bit)

■ SUSE 10 (32 bit)

■ Solaris 10 (64 bit)

■ AIX 5.3 (64 bit)

2.1.2 Application Servers
Oracle Role Manager and Oracle Role Manager Integration Library are now 
certified to run in clustered environments with JBoss and IBM WebSphere.

2.1.3 Oracle Role Manager Integration Library Certification
Oracle Role Manager Integration Library is supported only with Oracle Identity 
Manager 9.1.0.2. For more information, see Oracle Role Manager Integration Guide.

2.2 New Features and Enhancements
This section discusses the following new features and enhancements:

■ Usability

■ Installation

■ Integration Library

■ Upgrade

Note: For a complete list of certified components, visit the official 
platform certification Web site at:

http://www.oracle.com/wocportal/page/wocprod/ver-DRA
FT/ocom/technology/software/products/ias/files/idm_
certification_101401.html
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2.2.1 Usability
This release includes many usability enhancements to the Oracle Role Manager 
user interface for an improved end-user experience. These include the following:

■ Audit history details now display workflow events as well as dynamic role 
membership audit events.

■ The Outbox now displays workflow events.

■ The system now detects whether the Integration Library is installed and the 
user experience is affected as follows:

- Entitlement data from Oracle Identity Manager now displays if the 
Integration Library is installed. If the Integration Library is not installed, 
no entitlement data from Oracle Identity Manager is displayed.

- Person fields and entitlement fields display as read-only if the 
Integration Library is installed, so that Oracle Identity Manager remains 
the system of record for person and entitlement data. If the Integration 
Library is not installed, person fields and entitlement fields are editable 
fields.

2.2.2 Installation
The Oracle Role Manager installation now includes the Oracle Role Manager 
Integration Library software for easier deployments. In addition, for 
deployments of the Integration Library on Oracle WebLogic Server, a new tool is 
provided in this release for facilitate easier configuration.

2.2.3 Integration Library
The Integration Library has been enhanced with new functionality supporting 
role grant approval workflow and reconciliation of entitlements and IT Roles (as 
access policies in Oracle Identity Manager). Additionally, there are now new 
scheduled tasks for one-time import of entitlements, user groups, and access 
policies. See Oracle Role Manager Integration Guide for details.

2.2.4 Upgrade
This release now supports upgrade from Oracle Role Manager 10.1.4.1 and 
Oracle Role Manager 10.1.4.1.1. 

2.3 Application Data Model Changes
This release contains changes to the application data model as described in the 
following table.

Table 1   Application Data Model Changes

Model Description of Change

primordial.xml The auditStatus domain definition has three new 
enum constraint values: submitted, approved, and 
rejected.

The approverType domain definition has been added 
and is an attribute in the businessRole structural type 
definition.

The email domain definition has been moved from 
abstractIdentity to person in the standard model. 
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2.4 Java API Changes
This section discusses the following changes to the Oracle Role Manager Java 
API related to the new features and enhancements for this release:

■ Classes

■ Methods

2.4.1 Classes
No public classes have been added in this release.

2.4.2 Methods
The methods listed in this section have been added to the classes specified below. 
See Oracle Role Manager Java API Reference for full descriptions of each method. 

The word "privilege" in all titles and messages, when 
referring to IT privileges, has been changed to 
"entitlement."

standard.xml The email definition is now an attribute on the person 
type and the pattern constraint has been removed.

The oimEntitlementId domain definition has been 
added and is an attribute in the itPrivilege structural 
type definition.

The resourceName domain definition has been added 
and is an attribute in the itPrivilege structural type 
definition.

A new reference attribute (relationship path) that relates 
approver to approver business roles has been added to the 
businessRole structural type definition.

oim_integration.xml The oimUserGroupId domain definition integer scale 
value has changed from 10 to 19 and has been added as an 
attribute to itRole and businessRole structural type 
definitions with a uniqueness constraint.

The oimAccessPolicyId domain definition integer 
scale value has changed from 10 to 19.

The oimManagerKey domain definition has been 
removed.

A uniqueness constraint has been added to the 
oimAccessPolicyId attribute in the itRole structural 
type definition.

Table 2   New Methods

Containing Class Method

oracle.iam.rm.client.BusinessTransactionOperation invoke

oracle.iam.rm.inherent.role.RoleManager findMappedITPrivileges

oracle.iam.rm.server_api.Server hasHierarchyChildren

oracle.iam.rm.server_api.ServerOperation isApprovalRequired

Table 1 (Cont.)  Application Data Model Changes

Model Description of Change
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3 Certified Components
This section identifies components certified with Oracle Role Manager release 
10.1.4.2 and contains the following topics:

■ Operating Systems

■ Application Servers

■ Databases

■ Certified JDKs

■ Supported Configurations

■ Certified Single Sign-On Components

■ Languages

■ Web Browsers

3.1  Operating Systems
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 is certified for the following operating 
systems:

■ Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition with SP1 (32-bit and 64-bit)

■ Microsoft Windows 2008 (32-bit and 64-bit)

■ Oracle Enterprise Linux 4 (32-bit and 64-bit)

■ Oracle Enterprise Linux 5 (32-bit and 64-bit)

■ Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS Release 4 (32-bit and 64-bit)

■ Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS Release 5 (32-bit and 64-bit)

■ SUSE 10 (32 bit)

■ Solaris 10 (64 bit)

■ AIX 5.3 (64 bit)

3.2 Application Servers
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 is certified for the following application 
servers:

■ WebLogic Server 10.3/10.3.2 (on clustered and nonclustered environments)

■ IBM WebSphere Application Server 6.1.0.21 (on clustered and nonclustered 
environments)

■ JBoss Application Server 4.2.3 (on clustered and nonclustered environments)

■ IBM WebSphere Application Server 6.1.0.13 (nonclustered environments)

3.3 Databases
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 is certified for the following databases:

■ Oracle Database Deployment

- Oracle Database 10g Enterprise Edition release 10.2.0.4 to 10.2.x
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- Oracle Database 10g Standard Edition release 10.2.0.4 to 10.2.x

- Oracle Database 11g Standard Edition release 11.1.0.6 to 11.1.0.x

- Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition release 11.1.0.6 to 11.1.0.x

■ Oracle RAC Deployment (general purpose operation)

- Oracle Database 10g Enterprise Edition release 10.2.0.4 to 10.2.x

- Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition release 11.1.0.6 to 11.1.0.x

3.4 Certified JDKs
For each certified application server, Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 is 
certified for the JDKs listed in Table 3.

3.5 Supported Configurations
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 supports the configurations listed in Table 4.

Table 3  Certified JDKs

Application Server Certified JDK

Oracle WebLogic Server Oracle JRockit 6.0 (R27.6.0-50)

Note: For 64-bit systems, the JDK must be the 
64-bit version of JRockit, not the version that is 
installed with WebLogic Server. For information 
about installing the 64-bit JDK, refer to WebLogic 
Server 10.3 Installation Guide.

IBM WebSphere Application Server IBM JDK 1.5

JBoss Application Server Sun Java 2 JDK 1.6

Table 4  Supported Configurations

Operating System Hardware Application Server Database

Oracle Enterprise 
Linux 4 and 5 
(32-bit)

Intel x86 WebLogic 10.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

JBoss 4.2.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

WebSphere 6.1.0.21 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

Oracle Enterprise 
Linux 4 and 5 
(64-bit)

Intel EM64T or 
AMD64

WebLogic 10.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

JBoss 4.2.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

WebSphere 6.1.0.21 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

RedHat AS ES4 and 
ES5 (32-bit)

Intel x86 WebLogic 10.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

JBoss 4.2.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)
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3.6 Certified Single Sign-On Components
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 is certified for Single Sign-On with the 
following component:

■ Oracle Access Manager 10.1.4.0.1 (formerly known as Oracle COREid) using 
both ASCII and non-ASCII character logins.

WebSphere 6.1.0.21 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

RedHat AS ES4 and 
ES5 (64-bit)

Intel EM64T or 
AMD64

WebLogic 10.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

JBoss 4.2.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

WebSphere 6.1.0.21 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

Windows Server 
2003 SP1 or 
Windows 2008 
(32-bit)

Intel x86 WebLogic 10.3.2 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

JBoss 4.2.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

WebSphere 6.1.0.21 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

Windows Server 
2003 SP1 or 
Windows 2008 
(64-bit)

Intel EM64T or 
AMD64

WebLogic 10.3.2 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

JBoss 4.2.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

WebSphere 6.1.0.21 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

Windows XP 
Professional SP2 
(32-bit development 
environments only)

Intel x86 WebLogic 10.3.2 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

JBoss 4.2.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

WebSphere 6.1.0.21 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

Solaris 10 (64 bit) Sun SPARC WebLogic 10.3 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

AIX 5.3 (64 bit) IBM PowerPC WebSphere 6.1.0.13 Oracle Database (see 
Section 3.3)

Table 4 (Cont.) Supported Configurations

Operating System Hardware Application Server Database
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3.7  Languages
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 is certified for the following language:

■ English (en_US locale only)

3.8 Web Browsers
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 is certified for the following Web browsers:

■ Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 (SP2) 

■ Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0

4 Fixes in This Release
Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.2 resolves the known bugs from previous 
releases listed in the following table.

Note: Single Sign-On with Oracle Access Manager 10.1.4.0.1 for 
non-ASCII character logins requires an Oracle Access Manager patch. 
Contact your Oracle Support representative and see Bug 5552617 for 
information about the appropriate Oracle Access Manager patch.

Table 5  Bugs Resolved by 10.1.4.2

Bug # Description

6949154 Auditing: Dynamic membership updates are not audited. Changes 
to a user's memberships based on dynamic roles (resolved by 
membership rules or grant policies) are not stored with audit data.

6949255 System Messages: System should provide useful warning for syntactically 
incorrect XML rule. The system does not issue a user-friendly 
message if a syntactically incorrect membership rule is given in the 
role grant policy or membership rule. Instead, a generic 
"setMembershipRule failed" error displays.

7043245 Integration Library: Exception in Oracle Identity Manager server console 
when creating user. The message can be ignored. User creation is 
successful, both in Oracle Identity Manager and in Oracle Role Manager

7529678 Search: SELECT query returns deleted objects. A SELECT query run on 
the database using the Oracle Role Manager tjdbc driver returns 
deleted objects. This can affect reports but has no affect on the 
Oracle Role Manager user interface. 

7718897 Server: CSV file parsing errors during data load. The strings defined as 
field delimiters in the load script for different object types are inconsistent. 
All objects types use the carat (^) as a delimiter except organization 
object types, which are set to use the single quote (’). This can result in CSV 
file parsing errors.

8226900 Integration Library: Exception "ERROR [ACCOUNTMANAGEMENT] 
Class/Method: Authenticate/connect encounter some problems" 
intermittently displays in Oracle Identity Manager application server 
console on JBoss. This message is harmless and can be ignored.
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8235658 Integration Library: Deploying on UNIX-based systems requires renaming 
of directory to ensure successful role reconciliation. Role reconciliation 
fails on case-sensitive UNIX-based systems because the message 
from Integration Library is looking for the pluginConfigDir 
directory instead of the pluginConfigdir directory (note the 
lowercase d). 

Table 5 (Cont.) Bugs Resolved by 10.1.4.2

Bug # Description
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5 Known Problems
This section describes known problems for Oracle Role Manager release 10.1.4.x. 
If a suitable workaround exists for a known problem, it is listed with the 
description of the bug to provide a temporary solution.

This section contains the following topics:

■ Auditing

■ General Usability

■ Installation

■ Integration Library

■ Search

■ Server

■ System Messages

5.1 Auditing
This section describes known bugs related to the auditing component and 
contains the following topics:

■ Some audit messages unclear or inaccurate (Bugs 6949666, 6950267, and 
6949849)

■ System displays misleading information for create transactions 
(Bug 6949820)

■ Duplicate audit messages are displayed in the transaction details 
(Bug 6949683)

5.1.1 Some audit messages unclear or inaccurate (Bugs 6949666, 6950267, and 
6949849)
Some audit and validation messages displayed to the end user are unclear or 
contain incorrect references.

5.1.2 System displays misleading information for create transactions 
(Bug 6949820)
System displays the transaction as an update action in the Outbox even when the 
user has performed a create transaction. 

5.1.3 Duplicate audit messages are displayed in the transaction details 
(Bug 6949683)
If a user updates any attribute and navigates to any other tab before clicking the 
Submit button, duplicate entries are displayed in the transaction details in the 
Outbox.

5.2 General Usability
This section describes general user interface bugs and contains the following 
topics.

■ User has no indication why the Delete option is disabled for organizations 
with child entities (Bug 7153260)
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■ Wrapping of data fails (Bug 6949992)

■ Context menu continues to display when a user selects another transaction 
(Bug 6949144)

■ Unnecessary scroll bar on tabbed pages (Bug 6949537)

■ Hierarchy bread crumbs update only on submit and reload of the page (Bug 
6949649)

■ Tree view requires refresh to reflect recent updates (Bug 6949808)

■ Timestamp value does not always match user's locale in role mapping details 
(Bug 6949755)

■ Submit button appears functional to users without appropriate sphere of 
control to edit role (Bug 8366590)

■ Cannot change sphere of control while creating a new role if user switches 
tab focus (Bug 8418450)

5.2.1 User has no indication why the Delete option is disabled for organizations 
with child entities (Bug 7153260)
The relationship between organization type objects and their child entities (other 
organization types, roles, and people) is restrictive, which means if the 
organization has active relationships with child entities, the organization cannot 
be deleted. Therefore, the Delete option on the context menu is disabled but the 
user is given no indication about why it is disabled.

5.2.2 Wrapping of data fails (Bug 6949992)
System fails to wrap data with a large number of characters in multiple places in 
the application.

5.2.3 Context menu continues to display when a user selects another transaction 
(Bug 6949144)
System displays the context menu in left hand pane even when the user has 
selected to perform another transaction, until the user either clicks another 
primary or secondary menu item or refreshes the context menu.

5.2.4 Unnecessary scroll bar on tabbed pages (Bug 6949537)
In resolution 1600 x 1200 or smaller, the horizontal scroll bar always appears for 
all the tabs at the bottom content frame (Attributes, Members, Privileges, 
Mappings and History).

5.2.5 Hierarchy bread crumbs update only on submit and reload of the page (Bug 
6949649)
When a person's location in any of the hierarchies changes, the hierarchy path 
bread crumb does not change unless submit and reload actions are performed.
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5.2.6 Tree view requires refresh to reflect recent updates (Bug 6949808)
The user must refresh the tree after performing a transaction that creates or 
updates tree members to reflect those changes in the tree view. This is only an 
issue if a node is created directly under the root node or for operations 
performed in other user sessions.

5.2.7 Timestamp value does not always match user's locale in role mapping 
details (Bug 6949755)
When viewing role mapping details, the user may see local time in some and 
GMT in others. The timestamp format should always match the user's locale.

5.2.8 Submit button appears functional to users without appropriate sphere of 
control to edit role (Bug 8366590)
When a user is granted a system role with system privilege, "All for System Role 
Objects," where the role grant sphere of control is set to ORG_A, but that system 
role is defined with sphere of control set to ORG_B, if the user navigates to roles 
in ORG_B, edits appear to be allowed. However, when the user clicks the Submit 
button and then returns to the "edited" role, no changes have been made.

5.2.9 Cannot change sphere of control while creating a new role if user switches 
tab focus (Bug 8418450)
While creating a system role, if the user navigates to another tab in the 
application, when returning to the Attributes tab and sets sphere of control, the 
error "Cannot change the SOC hierarchy type of a role" displays. The 
workaround is to cancel the operation and start over, setting sphere of control 
before navigating to another tab.

5.3 Installation
This section describes known bugs related to installation and contains the 
following topics.

■ Configuration Assistant fails on retry after database connection 
(Bug 6949157)

■ Installer intermittently skips screens when the user goes back to previous 
screen (Bug 7145992)

■ System displays the file copy progress as 92% on completion instead of 100% 
while running the silent installer (Bug 6949464)

■ In clustered environments, managed server fails to start after configuring 
WebLogic using the provided template (Bug 8478411)

■ Oracle Role Manager install/deploy on Solaris SPARC 64 bit fails due to 
insufficient permission (Bug 8934250)

■ Oracle Role Manager configuration assistant failed Solaris SPARC 64 bit 
during installation (Bug 8934116)

■ Oracle Role Manager runInstaller fails to install on SUSE 10 (Bug 8772497)
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5.3.1 Configuration Assistant fails on retry after database connection 
(Bug 6949157)
System fails to roll back the previous configuration and displays an exception on 
retrying the configuration. The workaround is to exit and restart the installer and 
uninstall the recent installation home, drop and re-create the users/schemas for 
Oracle Role Manager, then run the installer to install and configure Oracle Role 
Manager.

5.3.2 Installer intermittently skips screens when the user goes back to previous 
screen (Bug 7145992)
If this occurs, the workaround is to navigate all the way back to the File Location 
Page, which forces the installer to restart the interview phase and display all 
screens.

5.3.3 System displays the file copy progress as 92% on completion instead of 
100% while running the silent installer (Bug 6949464)
While running the installer in silent mode, the file copy progress is displayed as 
92% instead of 100%.

5.3.4 In clustered environments, managed server fails to start after configuring 
WebLogic using the provided template (Bug 8478411)
When attempting to start the managed server for Oracle Role Manager, the 
following exception message displays in the application server console:

SEVERE: Failure disabling delivery of messages to BtFinisherMessageEJB 
weblogic.management.NoAccessRuntimeException: Access not allowed for subject: 
principals=[ormserver, Deployers], on ResourceType: MessageDrivenEJBRuntime

This occurs because a permission is missing from the template file used to 
configure WebLogic for Oracle Role Manager in clustered environments. The 
workaround is to assign the ormserver user to the Administrators group using 
the WebLogic Administrative Console, and then restart all servers.

5.3.5 Oracle Role Manager install/deploy on Solaris SPARC 64 bit fails due to 
insufficient permission (Bug 8934250)
Installing Oracle Role Manager on solaris SPARC (64-bit) fails while executing 
configuration assistant and throws "cannot execute" error. Similar error occurs 
when you execute deploy_default.sh or deploy.sh. This can be over come by 
giving execute permission on the following: 

<ORM_HOME>/jdk/jre/bin/java
<ORM_HOME>/jdk/bin/java

Sample command:

chmod u+x <ORM_HOME>/jdk/bin/java

5.3.6 Oracle Role Manager configuration assistant failed Solaris SPARC 64 bit 
during installation (Bug 8934116)
Oracle Role Manager installation on solaris SPARC (64 bit) fails if the solaris 
machine does not contain any locale. For the installation to be successful, you 
must ensure that the default java locale on the solaris machine contain atleast  
"en_US".
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5.3.7 Oracle Role Manager runInstaller fails to install on SUSE 10 (Bug 8772497)
To install Oracle Role Manager successfully on SUSE 10, run the installer with the 
option to ignore pre-reqs:

./runInstaller -ignoreSysPrereqs

5.4 Integration Library
This section describes known bugs of the Oracle Role Manager Integration 
Library with Oracle Identity Manager and contains the following topic:

■ Sequence in which records are reconciled from Oracle Identity Manager 
affects creation of relationships between person records (Bug 7539324)

■ Exception in Oracle Identity Manager application server console while 
running RoleManagerUserGroupsCleanup scheduled task (Bug 8444902)

■ Static business roles with the same name not created properly in Oracle 
Identity Manager (8421902)

■ OIM-setup.sh and ORM-setup.sh scripts does not run on SUSE 10 machine 
(Bug 8823075)

5.4.1 Sequence in which records are reconciled from Oracle Identity Manager 
affects creation of relationships between person records (Bug 7539324)
Suppose the person records of a user and the user's manager are created in 
Oracle Role Manager during reconciliation with Oracle Identity Manager. You 
then delete the manager's person record through the Oracle Role Manager user 
interface. During the scheduled user reconciliation (Quick or Full) after the 
manager's person record is deleted, although the manager's person record is 
re-created in Oracle Role Manager, the manager's person record might not be 
associated with the user's person record. By the end of the next scheduled user 
reconciliation (Quick or Full), the manager's person record is associated with the 
user's reconciliation run.

5.4.2 Exception in Oracle Identity Manager application server console while 
running RoleManagerUserGroupsCleanup scheduled task (Bug 8444902)
The following error might display on the application server console for Oracle 
Identity Manager when the RoleManagerUserGroupsCleanup scheduled task is 
run:

ERROR,19 Apr 2009 00:28:17,080,[XELLERATE.SERVER],Class/Method: 
QuartzWrapper/run encounter some problems: Exhausted Resultset
java.sql.SQLException: Exhausted Resultset

The recommended workaround is to use the Resource Management component 
of the Oracle Administrative and User Console to create and then run a 
scheduled task with a task name of RoleManagerUserGroupsCleanup1 and class 
name of 
oracle.iam.rm.imframework.scheduledTasks.ScheduledUserGroupsCleanup.

5.4.3 Static business roles with the same name not created properly in Oracle 
Identity Manager (8421902)
If more than one static business role share the same name and are sent to Oracle 
Identity Manager during in the same run of the BusinessRolePublishing process, 
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the Integration Library creates the first user group of that name, but fails to create 
the others. In this case, the Integration Library throws the error "duplication user 
group" in the Oracle Identity Manager application server console. 

The workaround is to run the BusinessRolePublishing process again to create the 
second user group of that name (ORM_BR_name~1), and again for the third 
(ORM_BR_name~2), and so forth.

5.4.4 OIM-setup.sh and ORM-setup.sh scripts does not run on SUSE 10 machine 
(Bug 8823075)
To execute OIM-setup.sh successfully, you must ensure that the following 
prerequisites are met:

For Oracle Identity Manager:

Remove ^M character in:

ORMINT_HOME/tools/WebLogic_Automation/oim-setup.sh

and

ORMINT_
HOME/tools/WebLogicAutomation/properties/OIMConfig.properties.

This is done by executing either dos2unix, for example, dos2unix oim-setup.sh or 
the following shell commands:

1. sed 's/^M//g' oim-setup.sh > oim-setup-temp.sh

2. mv oim-setup-temp.sh oim-setup.sh

For Oracle Role Manager:

Remove ^M character in:

ORMINT_HOME/tools/WebLogic_Automation/orm-setup.sh

and

ORMINT_
HOME/tools/WebLogicAutomation/properties/ORMConfig.properties.

This is done by executing either dos2unix, for example, dos2unix oim-setup.sh or 
the following shell commands:

1. sed 's/^M//g' oim-setup.sh > orm-setup-temp.sh

2. mv orm-setup-temp.sh orm-setup.sh

Note: 

■ Character '^M' is entered as 'ctl-V' and 'ctl-M'.

■ Execute Step 1 and Step 2 for OIMConfig.properties file.

Note: 

■ Characters '^M' is entered as 'ctl-V' and 'ctl-M'.

■ Execute Step 1and Step 2 for ORMConfig.properties file.
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5.5 Search
This section describes known bugs around the search functionality and behavior 
and contains the following topics:

■ Sorting of items in search results are case sensitive (Bug 6950123)

■ Search results fail to refresh in pop-up windows (Bug 6950158)

■ Searchable attributes/operators should be sorted alphabetically 
(Bug 6949943)

■ Search operator should be retained when selecting a different search 
attribute. (Bugs 6949945 and 7352063)

■ Misleading message when user attempts empty wildcard search (Bug 
7503660)

5.5.1 Sorting of items in search results are case sensitive (Bug 6950123)
Sorting of search results should not be case sensitive throughout the application.

5.5.2 Search results fail to refresh in pop-up windows (Bug 6950158)
System fails to refresh the search results and displays the previous search results 
in the pop-up window.

5.5.3 Searchable attributes/operators should be sorted alphabetically 
(Bug 6949943)
Search attributes and operators appear to be sorted in random order in the search 
menu on search pages. Sort order should be alphabetical and 
non-case-insensitive.

5.5.4 Search operator should be retained when selecting a different search 
attribute. (Bugs 6949945 and 7352063)
When the user searches by first name using the begins with operator and later 
searches by a different attribute, the operator refreshes to contains, the default 
operator.

5.5.5 Misleading message when user attempts empty wildcard search (Bug 
7503660)
When the user searches on a blank value, the message "Full wildcard search is 
not supported" displays, which is a misleading statement. Full wildcard searches 
can be performed by entering the percent symbol (%) in the field to search.

5.6 Server
This section describes known server bugs and contains the following topics:

■ Data load fails when data contains the specified field delimiter (Bug 7351568)

■ System allows the System Administrator system role to be deleted or made 
inactive (Bug 6949617)

■ J2EE EJB method invocation may time out and roll back if batch role 
resolution takes longer than specified time (Bug 6949667)

■ RAC support lacks certification for high availability scenarios (Bug 7503879)
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■ Bulk loading of large data set with Sun JDK throws errors (Bug 8446392)

■ Deploy tool fails to deploy when CAR file contains unchanged XML 
(Bugs 8432314 and 8442803)

■ Web sessions on clustered JBoss environments may not failover where 
messages are waiting to display (Bug 8500161)

■ Problems when the database server and the application server are set to 
different times (Bug 8367640)

■ JMSContainerInvoker exception displays in console on clustered JBoss 
environments (Bug 8560359)

5.6.1 Data load fails when data contains the specified field delimiter 
(Bug 7351568)
When the specified field delimiter character is present in the data to be loaded, 
the data loader fails. There is not currently a means by which an escape character 
can be provided to allow the special character to be treated as "loadable" data.

The recommendation is to make sure the field delimiter for all object types is a 
character that is not contained in your data set. The delimiter is set in the file 
parsing scripts. For information about the file parsing scripts see Oracle Role 
Manager Administrator's Guide.

5.6.2 System allows the System Administrator system role to be deleted or made 
inactive (Bug 6949617) 
Important grants are allowed to be removed. The recommended workaround is 
to use the procedures described in the Oracle Role Manager Administrator's Guide 
to restore the System Administrator system user.

5.6.3 J2EE EJB method invocation may time out and roll back if batch role 
resolution takes longer than specified time (Bug 6949667)
EJB method invocation has a timeout associated with it so that no matter how 
many retries might take place, the batch role membership does not complete.

For JBoss, in the jboss.xml file, add configuration of the following to the 
TimerCommandEJB configuration:

<method-attributes>
   <method>
      <method-name>execute</method-name>
      <transaction-timeout>3600</transaction-timeout><!-- Maximum 1 hour per 

batch resolution process -->
   </method>
</method-attributes>

For WebSphere, in the server.jar file, add a META-INF/ibm-ejb-jar-ext.xmi file 
with the following contents:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ejbext:EJBJarExtension xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI" 

xmlns:ejbext="ejbext.xmi" xmlns:ejb="ejb.xmi" xmi:id="ejb-jar_ID_Ext">
<ejbExtensions xmi:type="ejbext:SessionExtension" xmi:id="SessionExtension_1" 

timeout="3600">
   <enterpriseBean xmi:type="ejb:Session" href="META-INF/ejb-jar.xml#Session_

1183672362012"/>
</ejbExtensions>
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<ejbJar href="META-INF/ejb-jar.xml#EJBJar_1183672362010"/>
</ejbext:EJBJarExtension>

5.6.4 RAC support lacks certification for high availability scenarios 
(Bug 7503879)
The Oracle Role Manager supports RAC database environments for general 
purpose operation only. High-availability scenarios, such as load balancing and 
failover, are not officially supported.

5.6.5 Bulk loading of large data set with Sun JDK throws errors (Bug 8446392)
When deploying large data sets on Oracle Role Manager configured with the Sun 
JDK, the error "java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space" might display. 
This is caused by either not enough JVM memory set in JAVA_OPTIONS, not 
enough physical memory on the host, or both.

For more information about increasing the JVM memory settings, see Oracle Role 
Manager Installation Guide.

5.6.6 Deploy tool fails to deploy when CAR file contains unchanged XML 
(Bugs 8432314 and 8442803)
If a customized CAR bundle contains already deployed but unchanged 
versioned XML files, the CAR file cannot be deployed. One workaround is to 
make sure that customizations are bundled separately, for example, the CAR file 
to deploy contains only the changed XML files. 

Another workaround is to separate the versioned files (standard.xml, standard_
permissions.xml, oim_integration.xml in oracle.iam.rm.temporal, and any XML 
that contains customized application data model extensions) from the component 
configuration XML files. This workaround allows redeploy of configuration 
without having to create separate CAR files. Note that redeploying the versioned 
files requires incrementing the version each time the CAR is changed and 
redeployed.

5.6.7 Web sessions on clustered JBoss environments may not failover where 
messages are waiting to display (Bug 8500161)
Due to a Java Server Faces bug, there is a small chance that a user session might 
be lost when replicating a user session during an application server failover 
event. This issue only occurs when a user performs create, delete, or update 
actions in the Web application and a message instance inside the session is not 
yet visible in the user interface. In this rare situation, a JBossCacheService 
exception (java.io.NotSerializableException) displays in the log file and can be 
ignored.

5.6.8 Problems when the database server and the application server are set to 
different times (Bug 8367640)
When the database server and the application server are set to different times, 
there can be problems deploying the Oracle Role Manager server to the 
application server. There can also be problems related to setting transaction time 
for operations submitted from the Oracle Role Manager Web application.
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5.6.9 JMSContainerInvoker exception displays in console on clustered JBoss 
environments (Bug 8560359)
When starting the primary node on JBoss, some WARN exceptions display in the 
application server console. This is because JBoss happens to load the 
finalization-server.ear before its dependencies, such as the JMS resources and the 
server.ear EJBs. These error conditions recover when the dependencies are 
subsequently loaded, so the exception messages can be ignored. 

5.7 System Messages
This section describes bugs relating to messages generated by the system that 
display to the end user. This section contains the following topics:

■ System fails to display a warning dialog when canceling or navigating away 
from a create process (Bugs 6949247 and 6950222)

■ No warning message when delegating a Business Role twice to the same 
person (Bug 6949540)

5.7.1 System fails to display a warning dialog when canceling or navigating away 
from a create process (Bugs 6949247 and 6950222)
The system does not display a dialog with a meaningful message and 
successfully allows the user to navigate away from the create page. The user is 
not warned that he may lose data already entered.

5.7.2 No warning message when delegating a Business Role twice to the same 
person (Bug 6949540)
When delegating a Business Role twice to the same person, the system 
successfully prevents repeat delegation, but no message displays to inform the 
user that the person already has been delegated that role.

6 Documentation Accessibility
Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible to all users, including users that are disabled. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of 
assistive technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and 
contains markup to facilitate access by the disabled community. Accessibility 
standards will continue to evolve over time, and Oracle is actively engaged with 
other market-leading technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that 
our documentation can be accessible to all of our customers. For more 
information, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program Web site at

http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation
Screen readers may not always correctly read the code examples in this 
document. The conventions for writing code require that closing braces should 
appear on an otherwise empty line; however, some screen readers may not 
always read a line of text that consists solely of a bracket or brace.
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Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation
This documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or 
organizations that Oracle does not own or control. Oracle neither evaluates nor 
makes any representations regarding the accessibility of these Web sites.

Deaf/Hard of Hearing Access to Oracle Support Services
To reach Oracle Support Services, use a telecommunications relay service (TRS) 
to call Oracle Support at 1.800.223.1711. An Oracle Support Services engineer will 
handle technical issues and provide customer support according to the Oracle 
service request process. Information about TRS is available at 
http://www.fcc.gov/cgb/consumerfacts/trs.html, and a list of phone numbers 
is available at http://www.fcc.gov/cgb/dro/trsphonebk.html.
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